Each occupation number nk is equal to zero or 1 and is constant in time. When the ion coordinates are treated classically, the angular brackets may be removed in (4) and on the left-hand side of (1). 
A"= g u(r, -r, ),
A"= gu/(r, -R, ),
This is an operator equation, and we can now take the expectation value of both sides of the equation to obtain (1).
Since expectation values are the same in any picture, (1) can also be interpreted in the Schrodinger picture, with time-independent operators and a time-dependent state.
Only three terms in (9) actually depend on X, so (1) In static calculations, it is conventional to replace the Hartree-Fock exchange term by a local potential v", (n(r)} representing exchange and correlation effects.
In the same spirit, one can replace the last term of the time-dependent Hartree-Pock equation (15) by a potential u", (n(r, t)} which is local in both space and time: H=H+U", . Let us separate H into a time-independent reference Hamiltonian Ho and time-dependent perturbation V(t)=H(t) Ho .
Substitution of (5) into (2) n'). Then the two versions of (5) with~n ), e", and~n'), c.'"can be set equal in order to obtain the coefficients c"'(t}=pc (t)e " (n'~m ) .
(26} Equation (21) thus provides a feasible numerical procedure for treating the electron dynamics. To calculate the forces on the ions, however, we need to adapt (14) to the TDSCF description. This can be achieved by writing %" in its second-quantized form %"= f d r alt(r, t)ql(r, t)gv&(r -R&) . l (27) When (3) is substituted for 4', the generalized HellmannFeynman theorem (14) is transformed into the TDSCF version (4) that was promised earlier.
The above formulation is suitable for first-principles calculations.
In the simplest formulation for tightbinding calculations, we postulate a semiempirical Lagrangian a L =Q , 'M&X &~-U"p+gn-k%' k~i tis -Hla k at (28) On a long time scale, the rapidly oscillating factor exp(iso" t) gives rise to energy conservation in timedependent perturbation theory and Fermi's golden rule. However, (21) 
